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For Gaussian input with arbitrary correlation function, we derived analytical 
formulas for ISI density, auto-correlogram, CV, skewness, ISI serial correlations 
and Fano factor.
works well for mean-driven regime with CV~0.5 or smaller 
regular input or synaptic depression => negative ISI correlations, small skew
irregular input or facilitation => positive ISI correlations, large skew
scaling behaviors for powerlaw input
facilitating depressing





























































Fokker-Planck equation for 
d-dimensional Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process
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CV, skewness and ISI serial correlations
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regular input spikes (refractoriness) irregular input spikes (burstiness)
diffusion approximation:
first-passage problem for non-Markovian process V(t)
Can we understand the interspike interval (ISI) statistics of 
spontaneous neural activity?
Most theoretical studies assume that neurons are driven by 
Poisson spike trains ("white noise" processes, i.e. 
uncorrelated in time)
However, realistic synaptic inputs have temporal structure 
("colored noise"), e.g. due to refractoriness, bursting, structured 
"signals", short-term synaptic plasticity, oscillatory activity, 
adaptation. 
What is the relation between input and output statistics of a 
neuron? --> Important for understanding population activity.
ν=5 Hz, CV=2.5
NE=800
ν=5 Hz, CV=2.5
NI=200
ν=5 Hz, CV=0.5
NE=800
ν=5 Hz, CV=0.5
NI=200
rate-modulated
Poisson processes
Wanted:
CV, ISI density,
ISI correlations,
Fano factor
?
